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ATHENS MUMBO JUMBO 
SIRE:  GRAF FENMASTER 

DAM:  ATHENS FANCY THAT 

DOB:  12/03/2005 

Mumbo Jumbo is a striking chap who Mumbo Jumbo is a striking chap who Mumbo Jumbo is a striking chap who Mumbo Jumbo is a striking chap who 
stands at approximately 17hh. His sire stands at approximately 17hh. His sire stands at approximately 17hh. His sire stands at approximately 17hh. His sire 
(Graf Fenmaster) is a PSG Dressage (Graf Fenmaster) is a PSG Dressage (Graf Fenmaster) is a PSG Dressage (Graf Fenmaster) is a PSG Dressage 
Horse and his Grand Sire (Graf Magna) Horse and his Grand Sire (Graf Magna) Horse and his Grand Sire (Graf Magna) Horse and his Grand Sire (Graf Magna) 
waswaswaswas    a grade A show jumper. Having a grade A show jumper. Having a grade A show jumper. Having a grade A show jumper. Having 
been lightly shown as a two year old he been lightly shown as a two year old he been lightly shown as a two year old he been lightly shown as a two year old he 
was liked by judges in the hunter classes was liked by judges in the hunter classes was liked by judges in the hunter classes was liked by judges in the hunter classes 
and sports horse classes.  During 2008 and sports horse classes.  During 2008 and sports horse classes.  During 2008 and sports horse classes.  During 2008 
Jumbo has been established under Jumbo has been established under Jumbo has been established under Jumbo has been established under 
saddle and is proving trainable, saddle and is proving trainable, saddle and is proving trainable, saddle and is proving trainable, 
intelligent and sensible.  He has a suintelligent and sensible.  He has a suintelligent and sensible.  He has a suintelligent and sensible.  He has a super per per per 

rhythm to his paces and a bold attitude towards his jumpingrhythm to his paces and a bold attitude towards his jumpingrhythm to his paces and a bold attitude towards his jumpingrhythm to his paces and a bold attitude towards his jumping....    He carries a good amount He carries a good amount He carries a good amount He carries a good amount 
of bone and is well put together for a big, young colt. He will be well suited for the TB of bone and is well put together for a big, young colt. He will be well suited for the TB of bone and is well put together for a big, young colt. He will be well suited for the TB of bone and is well put together for a big, young colt. He will be well suited for the TB 
type mares and is sure to produce offspring destined for competitive careerstype mares and is sure to produce offspring destined for competitive careerstype mares and is sure to produce offspring destined for competitive careerstype mares and is sure to produce offspring destined for competitive careers.  His first .  His first .  His first .  His first 
outings of 2009 have resulted in 2outings of 2009 have resulted in 2outings of 2009 have resulted in 2outings of 2009 have resulted in 2ndndndnd    and 4and 4and 4and 4thththth    placing in dressage and two double clears at placing in dressage and two double clears at placing in dressage and two double clears at placing in dressage and two double clears at 
unaffiliated showjumping.  He will be aimed at the 4yr old classes during 2009.unaffiliated showjumping.  He will be aimed at the 4yr old classes during 2009.unaffiliated showjumping.  He will be aimed at the 4yr old classes during 2009.unaffiliated showjumping.  He will be aimed at the 4yr old classes during 2009.    
    

STUD FEE :  £300 NFFR (1
st
 Oct) - CHILLED/FROZEN SEMEN 

 

      


